
Artificial Alliance 
 

In today’s Personal Hygiene industry, design and manufacturing sites are geographically           
dispersed and suppliers are more included in the manufacturer`s value chain. Suppliers must             
interact with all aspects of manufacturer`s business, including purchasing, engineering,          
compliance, quality, and manufacturing. Effective supply chain collaboration is essential for           
dealing with shorter product cycles and increased product complexity. It is also critical for              
increasing productivity and reducing the risk of recalls and non-compliance. 
 
Time is very valuable to all of us and that is why we want to spend it usefully. Manufacturers                   
need to reduce time-to-market for new product introductions and improve production flexibility            
and efficiency to enable individualized mass production. To achieve this, manufacturers need a             
solid R&D platform where the B2B customer and its suppliers can share their knowledge and               
experience with the goal to streamline and optimize all R&D-related processes and align them              
with manufacturing. 
Furthermore, in the consumer goods market, production processes require continuous adaptation           
as consumers’ preferences change and increased personalization drives many more, smaller lot            
sizes. Our AI-based forecasting and planning solution directly imports information from product            
design and from Enterprise Resource Planning-System, allowing planners to analyze complex           
situations while taking into account corporate constraints and rules. Using our solution makes it              
possible to generate and evaluate multiple scenarios so you can react quickly and intelligently to               
changes. 

Therefore, we tried to think of a value-adding service that is not only beneficial for Henkel but                 
also for their customers. Thus, we came up with the idea of introducing an AI-based SaaS                
solution for new and existing customers of Henkel. The subscription service is driven by a               
powerful AI which gathers and analyses the data from its customers and suppliers. The main               
solution this service provides is improving the overall efficiency not only for Henkel and its               
customers. We believe that in this way Henkel can offer a value-added service which generates               
extra revenues and thus strengthen its position in the market because the solution is very valuable                
for the customer. 

We think by introducing this collaborative service Henkel will solve several problems.  

- SaaS solution: Provides digital solution for R&D and manufacturing applications 
- Support for SME`s: Better support for distributor managed customers 
- Valuable insights: Retaining valuable information of customers by structural data          

collection 
- New revenue model: Attractive business model through value-added services 
- CRM: Stronger customer relationship through improved collaboration 
- Scalability: Collaboration platform can be adopted to other industries  

 


